
Modi�ed Fisher's riterion for detetionof faint stellar variabilityTsvetan B. GeorgievNew Bulgarian University, BG-1618, So�a;Institute of Astronomy and NAO, BG-1784, So�atsgeorg�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 10.11.2012; Aepted on 25.11.2012)Abstrat. We present a modi�ed Fisher's riterion for haraterization of low amplitudestellar variability and, in priniple, time series. It is based on the ratio S0/SM , where S0is the standard deviation of the data in respet to their average and SM is the standarddeviation of the data in respet to the M -degree polynomial �t. The last one is that, whihprodues the smallest standard deviation. (The polynomial with degree M + 1 produeslarger standard deviation beause the data hanges are not normally distributed and un-orrelated, the number of data is not large and the alulation errors aumulate). In ourases M lies between 6 and 19. We apply the riterion on 10 light urves of lose binarystars with mass transfer and �nd that in respet to the photometry error one of themshows negligible variability. We give also a graphial presentation of the riterion for fastestablishment of suspeted variability, or for fast planning of future monitoring.Key words: stars: variability � tehniques: statistiIntrodutionUsually the stellar variability on time sales from minutes to hours is as-ertained by light urves (LCs), obtained by monitoring. The single expo-sure times and the reading times between two exposures last from seondsto deades of seonds. In fat, the LC is a time series whih ontains formdeades to hundreds data whih approximately equal time separation. Some-times small lapses in the time series exist.The stellar �ikering is a speial kind of irregular variability, haraterizedby fast hanges of the brightness, with amplitude up to a few tenths of magni-tude (some tens of perent of the luminosity). The �ikering gives informationabout the mass transfer in lose binary stars - symbioti and atalysmi vari-ables (f. Di Clemente A., et al., 1996, Sokoloski et al. 2001). Appliations ofthe fratal analysis on LCs of �ikering is presented by Bahev et al. (2011)and Georgiev et al (2012). However, when the variability is faint in respetto the standard error of the measurement, the reality of the variability is notertain.In this paper we present a method for haraterization of the low ampli-tude stellar variability, based on the Fisher's riterion. We show the applia-tion of this method on ten stellar LCs, taken by monitoring of light �ikeringof lose binary stars. We give also a graph for fast establishment of suspetedvariability, or for fast planning of future monitoring.1 The problem and the observational materialThe problem whih provoked this investigation is illustrated in Fig.1. TheLCs of 2 stars with obvious �ikering, extrated from the data base of Za-manov (2012), are shown in the left panel of Fig.1. The LCs of 3 stars withBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



98 Ts. B. Georgievpreliminary suspeted variability, investigated later by Stoyanov (2012), areshown in the right panel of Fig.1. The large sale trends of the LCs, �ttedby 1st and 9th degree polynomials, are shown everywhere. In Fig.1 eah 9thdegree polynomial eluidates some system of large sale details in the LC.In the right LCs these details seem to be 2-3 times lower than in the leftLCs, but the right magnitude sale is 5 times shorter. Therefore, the largesale details in the right, with amplitudes about 0.01 mag, are at least 10times lower than the details in the left. The reasons of the large sale faintdetails in the right LCs may be (i) faint stellar variability, (ii) variations ofthe atmosphere transpareny or (iii) both.

Fig. 1. Stellar LCs (jagged urves) and their �ts by 1st degree polynomials (straight lines)and 9th degree polynomials (smooth urves). Left panel: Two LCs with undoubted �ikering(Zamanov 2011). Right panel: Three LCs with preliminary suspeted �ikering (Stoyanov,2012). Note that the magnitude axis in the right graph has �ve times smaller sale inrespet to this on the left. The stars are presented in Table 1.All LCs in Fig.1 show well pronouned error noise. The photometri errorhere is suspeted to be about 0.02 mag in the left panel and about 0.005 magin the right panel (2 % and 0.5 %, respetively). Consequently, the importantproblem is whether the observed variability in the right LCs may be onsid-ered as real. The result of Stoyanov (2012), based on the Fishher's riterion,is that faint, but signi�ant �ikering is present in the top and bottom LCsand negligible �ikering is observed in the middle one.Further we present a general solution of this problem and apply it on tenLCs and two numerial generations of noise. The stars are observed by thetelesopes of the Rozhen NAO and the LCs are extrated from the data baseof Zamanov (2012). The data about the stars and their LCs are presentedin Table 1. Figure 2 shows the distributions of the main observing param-eters: data number N (20-120), total monitoring time TTOT (20-120 min),single exposure times TEXP (10-300 s) and standard deviations of the data



Modi�ed Fisher's riterion 99in respet to their averge values S0 (0.004-0.12 mag). It is seen that the usedLCs inhere very di�erent observing parameters, without mutual orrelationsbetween them (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Left panel: Distribution of the observing parameters of the stars2 The method and the resultsWe adapt the statistial riterion of Fisher. It is stritly orret when thedata hanges in the time series are normally distributed and unorrelated.We suppose that these requirements are implemented enough well.Eah observed time series may be haraterized simply by average valueand standard deviation S (in respet to the average value). In rare ases,when the standard error of the measurements (whih are supposed normallydistributed and unorrelated) has aurately known value σ. Then the sig-ni�ane of the hanges in the time series may be established by the ratio
S/σ (with S > σ). The ontext of this method is omparing between theobserved time series with standard deviation S and a time series of normalnoise with standard error σ. The ratio S/σ is a random value with Pearson'sdistribution (hi-square distribution). When the ratio S/σ is larger than thetheoreti value, the variability is onsidered as signi�ant.However, in pratie σ is not well known and only an estimation s of σis available. Then the signi�ane of the hanges in the time series may beestablished by the ratio S/s (with S > s). This ratio is a random value withFisher's distribution and when it is larger than the respetive theoreti value,the variability is onsider as signi�ant. (Cramer 1946, Tuker 1962, Neteret al. 1992). The theoreti values of the distributions of Pearson and Fisherdepend on the number of data and on degree of freedom. They may be foundeverywhere in the literature.We onsider that the standard error σ is unknown and use its estimation
SM . That is why we �t the LC onsequently by polynomials with degrees 0,1, 2, . . . , M and alulate the respetive standard deviations S0, S1, S2, . . . ,
SM . We stop the proess when the ondition SM+1 > SM is reahed and usethe value of SM as estimation of σ. We note, that the polynomial with degree
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M + 1 produes larger standard deviation beause the data hanges are notnormally distributed and unorrelated, the number of data is not large andthe alulation errors aumulate. In our ases M lies between 6 and 19. Inthe end we detet variability by the modi�ed Fisher's riterion S0/SM > FN .Here FN is the theoretial value of the Fisher's distribution for N data, withaount of the degree of freedom. We apply this riterion for signi�anes of95 % and 99 %.The results for ten LCs, desribed in Table 1, are shown in Fig.3. NineLCs take plaes above the urves, orresponding to the riterion 95 % and99 % signi�ane. Seven of them have well pronouned variability, one LCsshows low, but statistially signi�ant variability (star B1) and one LC doesnot show statistially signi�ant variability (star B2). Thus, under the givenobserving onditions, the last star an not be onsidered as variable, thaton�rms the onlusion of Stoyanov (2012).

Fig. 3. Distributions of the stars on the diagram of the Fisher's riterion. Simulated "lighturves" with 77 points as normal noise and equivalent noise are shown by the irle in thebottom oordinate of the diagram, noted by GN and EN (see also Table 1)For omparison, simulated "light urves" with 77 points, produed by gen-erators of normal noise and equivalent noise, are proessed by the desribedmethod. As it is expeted, they do not show variability above the noise andare situated on the bottom oordinate axis of Fig.3.



Modi�ed Fisher's riterion 1013 Detetion diagram of the Fisher's method with use ofrelative dataThe graph in Fig.4 presents the Fisher's riterion in relative units, here inperentages. It may be diretly used in astronomy, where the stellar magni-tudes are relative values and hundredths parts of the magnitude orrespondsapproximately to the perentages of the luminosity.

Fig. 4. Diagram of the Fisher's riterion for detetion of faint variability in time seriesFive pairs of urves, eah for 95 % and 99 % signi�ane, orrespondingto �ve values of the relative standard error Q, expressed in perentages, areshown in Fig.4. For example, let us imagine a monitoring of stellar variability,arried out with photometry standard error Q (f.e. 0.01 mag or 1 %), numberof observations N (f.e. 20), and standard deviation in respet to the averagevalue SD (f.e. 0.011 mag or 1.1 %). Aording to the diagram in Fig.4, thenumerial values, given here, orrespond to an objet whose variability hasmore than 99 % signi�ane.
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